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“We are committed to making good networks
better and upholding your network’s integrity.”
- Chris Robben, Network Operations Manager

Network Intelligence
and Analytics in Action
NEX-TECH.COM/CARRIER

It’s More than You Think...Way More!
YOUR NETWORK - the core
operating infrastructure of
your business-is key to your
success in today’s market.

So it’s important that it be managed by expert
professionals with experience on a number of
levels. Finding, training and maintaining the
staff you need to effectively manage your
network can be a challenge.

Nex-Tech’s Network Operations Center (NOC) offers end-to-end service management of

your transport and customer premise equipment (CPE) by trained professionals who are available
24x7 to monitor and manage a comprehensive set of infrastructure technology services. You can
rely on us to keep your network up and operating at its peak to ensure that you avoid outages,
minimize downtime, maintain Service Level Agrements (SLAs), and increase customer satisfaction.
With our NOC, you get the benefits of the latest communications technology while leveraging our
professional staff as a natural extension of your own IT organization.

The Customer Experience is Nex-Tech’s Primary Focus

Ensuring the delivery of high quality end-to-end services. Network downtime costs your
business valuable time and money. To avoid the impact on your network’s performance, the
Nex-Tech NOC is staffed and prepared to open trouble tickets as soon as issues are reported.
Nex-Tech will provide level one support to attempt to isolate and resolve any reported issues
and continually update open tickets with status changes until the ticket is closed. During the
process, our NOC will provide you with periodic status updates, either automatically by an
email feature or by a phone call, and manage the escalation process through resolution.
Our NOC also manages change management (maintenance notifications) and will proactively
alert you so you are able to plan accordingly allowing for minimal business interruptions.

Communication

When there is a network event impacting service to your client, it’s important to keep
management and your client in the loop. Additionally, detailed notification of incident
resolution, performance and mean time to repair (MTTR) will be provided, keeping everyone
informed, reducing the need for follow-ups and manual status reports.

“Nex-Tech has been an integral partner in helping manage a complex and high-availability network. We have been a loyal
Network Operations Center customer since 2011, and are fortunate to have developed a relationship with a team of
professionals who can adjust with the rapid changes in technology and customer focus, yet not compromise on the key
bedrock services such as customer notification, alarm surveillance, preventative maintenance checks, change management
control, and reporting. If your mission is to find the best NOC services provider, I highly endorse Nex-Tech.”
-Jeremy Gorsuch, Kansas Fiber Network (May, 2017)
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